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ULTRA VISION NITRO MAXX DRIVING
LIGHTS
Proudly Australian made and designed and built
for some of the toughest environments on earth.
Numerous factors combine together to make a
good driving light. Needless to say, to make an
exceptional driving light, all these factors have to
be… exceptional. Match your rim colour to your
vehicle (for a fee).
5 Year Warranty.
FROM $ 998.00 PER PAIR
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ULTRA VISION NITRO MAXX LED LIGHT BARS
Proudly Australian made and have become
a hugely popular addition to the Nitro Maxx
range. Featuring the Wider® optic for width
and a Control® optic for distance, the Nitro
Light Bar takes performance to another level.
Hi/Lo function provides you with an even
greater amount of flexibility in a range of driving
conditions. Match your rim colour to your vehicle
(for a fee).
5 Year Warranty.
FROM $ 349.00
KINGONE WINCH
TDS 9500LB or 12000LB applications. Award
winning for outstanding performance, superior
quality and enhanced design. The KingOne
TDS Series Winch is suitable for most vehicles,
is available with a synthetic or steel line and is
made to work through the toughest conditions.
Limited lifetime warranty
FROM $1099"
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OPPOSITE LOCK FRIDGES
40L, 65L & 72L
The 40L stainless steel single door fridge was
voted #1 by 4x4 Australia in the 2016 eightway fridge comparison, thanks to its ability to
maintain its internal temps when it heated up
outside. 5 year compressor warranty. 2 year parts
warranty
FROM $ 1249.00
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OPPOSITE LOCK AWNINGS
1.4M, 2.0M & 2.5M LENGTH
All Opposite Lock Awnings have a 5v LED lighting
strip built into the interior housing for night
time illumination, they also come with mounting
brackets and a tool kit for a hassle free install.
On top of all that, they're waterproof and UV
protected and come sealed safely in a heavy-duty
nylon reinforced PVC bag. 2 year warranty
FROM $349.00"
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